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High-p± jets in diffractive pff events have revealed a parton structure in the exchanged pomeron. Based on a model 
using a pomeron structure function dominated by either quarks or gluons we calculate diffractive W/Z production 
and find observably large cross-sections at the Tevatron energy. The relative quark and gluon content may here be 
experimentally investigated and the x-shape of their density functions obtained to give new insights on the nature of 
the pomeron. 

1. Introduction 

Diffractive processes in hadron collisions [ i ]  are 
well described, with respect to the overall cross- 
sections, by Regge theory in terms of  the exchange 
of  a pomeron ( P )  with vacuum quantum numbers. 
In spite of  this, the nature of  the pomeron and its 
reaction mechanisms has remained a mystery, which 
was at tacked in a new way [2] by considering hard 
scattering to resolve a possible quark or gluon con- 
tent in the pomeron.  Such a parton structure of  the 
pomeron is natural  in a modern QCD approach to 
the strongly interacting pomeron and it was, in fact, 
suggested long ago that the pomeron is mainly com- 
posed of  gluons [3]. Thus, in the original model  [2] 
for diffractive hard scattering the pomeron was as- 
sumed to behave essentially as a hadron and the con- 
cept of  a pomeron structure function was introduced. 
By assuming such quark and gluon density distr ibu- 
tions various hard scattering processes in p o m e r o n -  
hadron and pomeron- lep ton  collisions have been 
calculated [2 ,4-7]  and the resulting hadronic final 
states simulated [8,9]. 

The pomeron structure function need not be an 
a priori  unknown quantity,  but can be investigated 
theoretically. An analysis based on Regge theory has 

been made [4] and also an at tempt to derive the 
pomeron gluon density distr ibution based on QCD 
ladder diagrams [10] giving a connection [6] to 
small-x physics in perturbat ive QCD. A large gluon 
content in a pomeron with small size would lead to 
large non-linear QCD effects from gluon recombina- 
tion [11] that would be measurable at HERA [7]. 

In an alternative approach [12], the pomeron is 
argued to couple in an effectively pointlike way to 
single quarks (similar to a photon)  and its effective 
structure function therefore dominated  by a calcula- 
ble quark-an t iquark  component  (in analogy with the 
photon structure function).  

On the experimental  side the main result is the clear 
observation of  diffractive hard scattering phenomena.  
The UA8 Collaborat ion at the CERN p g  collider has 
indeed discovered [13] high-p± jets  in diffractively 
produced high mass states, which signals hard parton 
level scattering in the pomeron-p ro ton  collision. The 
latest results [ 14] give evidence for a hard parton dis- 
t r ibution in the pomeron,  but cannot distinguish be- 
tween a quark or gluon dominated  pomeron.  The ev- 
idence for diffractive product ion of  bot tom mesons 
reported by UA 1 [15], which would receive a domi- 
nant contr ibution from the subprocess gg  ~ bb, hints 
at a substantial gluon content with a soft momentum 
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dis tr ibut ion in the pomeron but could hardly be ex- 
plained by a quark-dominated  pomeron [9]. It is ob- 
vious that more experimental  information is needed 
in order to unders tand the quark/gluon composi t ion 
of  the pomeron.  To this end we here consider W and 
Z product ion in single diffractive pff events at col- 
l ider energies, which to leading order can only occur 
based on a quark component  in the pomeron.  

2. The model 

The process we consider proceeds in two steps as il- 
lustrated in fig. 1. First,  a pomeron is emit ted from the 
(an t i )pro ton  at the upper  vertex with a small squared 
momen tum transfer, t = (Pi - p f ) 2 ,  and with a frac- 
tion xp = 1 - Xp < 0.1 of  the beam momentum Pi 
(Xp = Pf/Pi). In the second step this pomeron inter- 
acts with the proton in a large momentum transfer pro- 
cess between consti tuent partons. This pomeron fac- 
torisat ion [2,4], which may be just i f ied by pomeron 
phenomenology for elastic and diffractive scattering 
[1 ], allows us to write the diffractive W, Z produc- 
tion cross-section as 

da(p~  ~ p + W / Z  + X )  
dxp dt dXl dx2 

= fp/v(xp, t) d a ( P p  -* W / Z  + X )  (1) 
dx1 dx2 

The pomeron "flux" factor can be taken [2] as the 
ratio of the single diffractive cross-section and the 
pomeron-p ro ton  total cross-section, 

da / dxp dt 
fp/p (xp, t) - a (Pp ~ X)  

= x--pl (6.38 e 8t +0.424 e 3t) 2-~'1 (2) 

where the simple parametr isat ion is obtained by fit- 
ting [16] the numerator  to single diffractive cross- 
section data and the denominator  is taken as a (Pp 
X)  = 2.3 mb obtained from a Regge analysis [4] of  
data on elastic and single diffractive scattering. This 
flux factor includes a factor two to take into account 
that either p or ff may be quasi-elastically scattered in 
the single diffractive process. It is, however, somewhat 
uncertain due to a (Pp --+ X) which may well depend 
on the pomeron-p ro ton  CMS energy [ 17 ]. Although 
this flux factor has a different functional form com- 
pared to the one given in [12], they give about the 
same numerical  value in the region of  small t which 
dominates  the cross-sections calculated below. 

The hard scattering cross-section is assumed to be 
independent  of  t and is given by 

da(~Zp ~ W / Z  + X )  
dxl dx2 

= fq/p(xl ) fq /p(x2)3(q~ --+ W / Z )  

= fg/p(x~) fq /p (xz )~(gq  ~ q + W / Z ) .  (3) 

The densities f of  quarks and gluons in the pomeron 
and the proton are evaluated at the corresponding 
momentum fractions x~, x2 and using the scale Q2 = 
mZ/z  . The parton level cross-section ~, given in [ 18 ], 
is for the case of  quarks in the pomeron dominated  
by the leading order process q-~ ~ W / Z  (fig. la ) ,  
whereas for gluons in the pomeron one is forced to 
the next-to-leading order (as) process q-~ ~ q + W / Z  
(fig. lb)  which results in a smaller cross-section. (The 
symbol q is here used generically for quarks and an- 
t iquarks to cover all subprocesses.) 

Whereas the parton momentum density distribu- 
tions for the proton are known in the x-region of  in- 
terest here (we use set 1 in [18])  the ones for the 

t 

P P ~  W/Z ~ -  W/Z 

a) b) 
Fig. 1. Diffractive W/Z production in pp for a pomeron composed mainly of (a) quarks and (b) gluons. 
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pomeron are largely unknown and we illustrate this 
numerically by using the three alternatives 

x f g / p ( x )  = 6( i  - x )  5, (4) 

x fg lp (X)  = 6 x ( l  - x ) ,  (5) 

Xfq/~,(x) = 6 x ( 1 - x ) .  (6) 

Given this basic uncertainty we neglect any Q2. 
evolution. The first two cases correspond to a 
pomeron dominated  by many soft gluons (P = SG 
model)  or a few hard ones (P = HG model) ,  respec- 
tively. Although there are reasons to believe that the 
pomeron is a gluonic object [3] it could also con- 
tain a q~ component .  This can arise through QCD 
evolution from the gluons or be the main component  
as in the "pomeron -pho ton  analogy" model  [12]. 
Such a model can be represented, except for overall 
normalizat ion,  by our last case of  a quark dominated  
pomeron (P = q~ model) .  Whereas the first func- 
tion has some support  from the evidence for diffrac- 
tive heavy flavour product ion [15], the latter two 
are more compat ible  with the observed diffractive jet  
product ion [ 14]. 

In all cases we have chosen the normalizat ion such 
that the parton distr ibut ions fulfill the momentum 
sum rule 

1 

" dx  x f  ( x )  = (7) 1. 

0 

Although this is a natural  expectation and can be given 
some mot ivat ion [4], it is by no means clear that 
this relation must hold for the pomeron which is a 
virtual exchanged object that need not behave as a 
normal hadron state. It does not hold for the pomeron 
model in ref. [ 12 ] where a smaller momentum integral 
results from its dominat ing quark density xfq/p ( x )  ,~ 
0.2x (1 - x ) ,  i.e. a factor 7.5 lower than in eq. (6). It is 
therefore impor tant  to keep in mind the uncertainty 
in this normalisat ion,  but we note the possibili ty of  
adjusting it by a simple rescaling of  the final results. 

Using this formalism we have constructed a Monte 
Carlo program based on PYTHIA [ 19 ], exploiting its 
options to simulate W and Z product ion in hadron 
collisions. For  the order  C~s processes q-q --, g + W / Z  
a n d g q  ~ q +  W / Z  acu te '_  > 5 GeV is appl ied on the 

parton level to avoid the usual divergences. The decay 
of  the W / Z  is properly treated as well as the remain- 
ing part of  the event including initial and final state 
QCD parton showers and Lund model  hadronizat ion 
[ 19,20 ], resulting in a model simulating the complete 
interaction and final state. 

3. Results 

It is assumed in the following that the diffractive 
nature of  the events can be ensured by detecting the 
quasi-elastically scattered (ant i )proton or by impos- 
ing rapidi ty gaps. With a forward proton spectrome- 
ter, e.g. in roman pots, the values of  the diffractive 
variables t and xv can be determined.  These are here 
integrated over the regions It I < 1 GeV 2 and xp < 0.1. 

Tables 1 and 2 give the cross-sections for both 
diffractive and non-diffractive W / Z  production in 
p~  collisions at xfi = 1.8 (0.63) TeV corresponding 
to the Fermilab (CERN) collider. Since W and Z 
reconstruction from their hadronic decays is diffi- 
cult, due to jet  reconstruction and large background, 
we concentrate on the usually used leptonic decays 
14" -+ gut and Z ~ ~+g- .  Electrons and muons are 
here considered identifiable if they are within a typi- 
cal detector acceptance of  [q[ < 3 and have p~U > 20 
GeV to avoid large backgrounds from other sources 
such as heavy flavour decays. A neutrino is as usual 
infered from a large missing p±. The symbol ® in 
the tables refers to the sum of  the corresponding 
processes/channels.  

The tables demonstrate  a stronger suppression of  
the diffractive cross-sections at the lower CMS en- 
ergy as expected due to the relatively stronger ef- 
fect of  the W / Z  mass threshold. The total diffractive 
W / Z  cross-sections are therefore 20-40 times larger at 
the Tevatron energy and the observable lepton cross- 
sections up to factors of  hundred larger depending on 
the pomeron model. These cross-sections should be 
considered in the context of  the integrated luminosi- 
ties, which at the Spas  is about 5 pb -1 in total per ex- 
periment and at the Tevatron one expects to collect 
some 100 pb -1 within the coming few years. For a 
quark-dominated pomeron the diffractive W / Z  pro- 
duction can be up to about 3% of  the total W / Z  cross- 
section at the SpaS, which would imply the possibility 
to have collected a couple of  Z ' s  and some W's  with 
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Table 1 
Cross-section [pb] for Z ° at ~ = 1.8 TeV ( ~  = 630 GeV). 

29 July 1993 

Model Conditions 

Parton level subprocess 

q'~--+ Z 0 q~ ---, g Z  o @ gq ~ q Z  0 

non-diffractive Otot 
a (observable e+e - ® tt+# - ) 

P = qq atot 
a(observable e+e - ®/t+/l - ) 

P =  H G  atot 
a (observable e+e - ®/~+/z- ) 

P = SG atot 
a(observable e+e - ~/~+/~- ) 

4400 (1300) 
230 (72) 

760 (32) 
40 (1.6) 

3000 (600) 
150 (31) 

320 (8.4) 
16 (0.3) 

45 (1.4) 
2,1 (0.02) 

23 (0.54) 
O.8 (0.001 ) 

Table 2 
Cross-section [pb] for W ± at x/s = 1.8 TeV (x/~ = 630 GeV). 

Parton level subprocess 

Model Conditions q~ ---+ W + qq ---, g W a: q3 gq ~ q W ~ 

non-diffractive atot 14000 
a(observable e + ®/~+ ) 2500 

P = qq atot 2800 
a (observable e ± ® / ~  ) 470 

P =  H G  O'tot 
a (observab le  e + @ #+) 

P = SG atot 
a (observable e ± • / t  + ) 

(4000) 
(680) 

(190) 
(30) 

9700 (1800) 
870 (150) 

1100 (40)  
l l0  (4) 

180 (6) 
28 (0.6) 

100 (1.8) 
12 (0.04) 

leptonic decays in diffractive events if they passed the 
usual trigger conditions used for the W / Z  analysis. 
On the other hand, a gluon dominated pomeron would 
never give more than about 0.1% diffractive W / Z ' s  

which would only give single W's. Thus, a search for 
W / Z  events with a diffractive signature in existing 
data could give some information. The larger diffrac- 
tive W / Z  cross-section and the larger luminosity at 
the Tevatron leads to the expectation of many thou- 
sands of such events with observable leptonic decays 
in case of the P = q~ model used here and at least a 
thousand for the gluon model of the pomeron. 

The p±-distributions (figs. 2a, 2b) of muons from 
diffractively produced W / Z  show the characteristic 
peak behaviour due to the boson mass. The cut p± > 
20 GeV reduce the rates by 15-35% depending on the 
pomeron model. The muons are dominantly at rather 

central rapidities (figs. 2c, 2d) and should therefore 
largely be observable since the p l - c u t  gives a reduc- 
tion mainly at large rapidity, but only slightly in the 
central peak. 

These differences in the rates of W / Z  production 
in the different pomeron models should allow the 
possibility to distinguish between a pomeron domi- 
nated by quarks and gluons, respectively. It is, how- 
ever, important to keep the above mentioned uncer- 
tainties in mind. Although variations of the pomeron 
flux factor would not change the relative rate of quark 
and gluon induced interactions, a better control of 
it would reduce the risk of misinterpreting a mea- 
sured W / Z  yield. With a proper theoretical frame- 
work the pomeron flux factor can be extracted from 
measurements of diffractive cross-sections at p~ and 
ep colliders. The question of a saturated momentum 
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Fig. 2. Distributions of (a), (b) transverse momentum and (c), (d) pseudorapidity of muons from the decay of diffractively 
produced W/Z-bosons in pff collisions at v~ = 1.8 TeV as obtained from different pomeron models: P = q~ (full), P = 
hard gluons (dashed), P = soft gluons (dotted). 

sum rule applies to both the quark and gluon domi- 
nated pomeron structure function, but in case of non- 
saturation the rates need not be reduced by the same 
factor in the two cases. The difference between the 
quark and gluon induced W / Z  cross-sections given 
above is, however, quite large such that a substantial 
difference remains even if only the quark structure 
function is reduced by the factor 7.5 discussed in con- 
nection with eq. (7). The quark/gluon content of the 
pomeron should therefore still be discernible and in 
any case be clearly revealed when the complementing 
information from diffractive production of jets and 
heavy flavours is taken into account. 

Further information on the pomeron structure can 
be obtained through the possibility to reconstruct 
the x-shape of its parton distribution from the four- 
momenta  of the W / Z  decay leptons. Whereas elec- 
trons and muons are directly measured, the neutrino 

in W decay can only be obtained indirectly. Its trans- 
verse momentum is usually taken as the measured 
missing p j_ in the event and its longitudinal momen- 

tum can be obtained by the requirement me~ = m w  
[21 ]. Since the accuracy of the resulting lepton mo- 

menta depends on details of the experimental appa- 
ratus, which is beyond the scope of our study, we 
have simply used the correct values in the following 
analysis. In the pomeron-proton collision, with CMS 
energy sx/Y~, one has for the process q~ ~ W / Z  ---, gg 
the relations 

2 
S" (P3  "}- P 4 )  2 Mw/z  

r = x ~ x 2  . . . . .  , ( 8 )  
Spp Spp Spp 

P311 + P4[I (9) 
X F  = XI  -- X2 = S ~ / 2  ' 

where P3, P4 are the four-momenta of the final leptons. 
Solving for the incoming parton momentum fractions 
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o) Z ° ~ 103 p 

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 I 0 8 0 4 0 0 4 (] 8 
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Fig. 3. Distributions of the momentum fractions xl, x2 for the interacting partons m the pomeron and proton, respectively. 
The curves/histogram correspond to the distributions used as input (dashed) and obtained through the reconstruction (full) 
from (a) Z ~/~+/~-  and (b) W --, ilu u (qu is the muon/W charge); the histogram illustrates the statistical precision with 
10pb -1" 

gives 4. Conclusions 

Xl,2= ½ ( i X F +  ~ F + 4 Z ) .  (10) 

Applying this method on the leptons, with Jql < 3 
and P_L > 20 GeV, in our simulated events we ob- 
tain the measure shown in fig. 3 that directly reflects 
the pomeron and proton structure functions. In the 
W-case the charge of  the lepton is included in the x-  
variable giving the asymmetry  in fig. 3b due to the 
different hardness of  the u- and d-quark  distr ibut ions 
in the proton. There is a quite good agreement with 
the input distr ibutions,  which in the W-case will be 
less impressive when the experimental  error on the 
neutrino reconstruction is taken into account. The il- 
lustrated statistical precision, which corresponds to 
10 pb -~ and no acceptance/eff iciency losses, shows 
the feasibility of  this kind of  measurement.  

For  the gluon-dominated pomeron  this method is 
not appropria te  due to the extra parton in the final 
state. Keeping only events where the extra parton has 
low energy (i.e. no extra jet)  and therefore does not 
disturb the method may be possible, but will reduce 
the statistics. Alternatively, one could a t tempt  to re- 
construct the momentum of  the extra parton (jet) and 
include it in the analysis to obtain less of  a bias in the 
result. In any case, Monte Carlo studies can give an 
understanding of  the bias such that useful conclusions 
on the x-shape can still be drawn. 

The cross-sections for diffractive W / Z  production 
at the Tevatron are expected to be large enough to 
give observable rates and the W / Z  decay leptons to be 
mainly within the detector acceptance region so that 
the pomeron structure function can be reconstructed 
precisely enough to be of  interest, This diffractive 
hard scattering process should be a useful tool in or- 
der to distinguish between a pomeron that is mainly 
composed of  quarks or gluons. However, one has to 
keep in mind the uncertainties in the models for the 
pomeron,  e.g. related to the pomeron flux factor and 
the question whether the pomeron structure function 
saturates the momentum sum rule. Although one can- 
not exclude a systematic difference between quarks 
and gluons from the latter, these uncertainties mainly 
affect the common overall normalization,  

Our  cross-sections are not likely to he underesti- 
mates, but may be overest imated by a l imited factor. 
Although a smaller observed rate would give less pre- 
cise measurements,  it would still help to solve these 
theoretical uncertainties. The non-observation of  this 
kind of  events would give constraints on the pomeron 
models by setting an upper l imit  on the quark content 
in the pomeron and the normalizat ion of  its gluon 
content.  The experimental  measurements advocated 
here is therefore a "no-lose game" which, independent  
of  the outcome, would give new insights on the nature 
of  the pomeron.  
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